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SHH!
I’m in the middle of
an adventure!
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I’ve dream-slipped
to Gabendoor.
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Dream-slip to Gabendoor.

&
Dream-Slip Travel
Passport

Dream-slip with the
Children of the Summer Wind
to a mystical world where
adventure, mystery, and
danger await those bold
enough to venture there.
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Hey, I’m back!
OFFICIAL DREAM-SLIP PASSPORT

(Your Name)

MOLLY FOLLY SALLYFORTH
Molly Folly Sallyforth

This Official Passport, when used with a dream-slip
wrist band, is valid for travel from the planet Earth,
to any distant fantasy world, galaxy, time dimension, or lost world which originates in the bearer’s
imagination.

Assigned to:

Authorized by:

I can’t wait to tell you
about my dream-slip
adventure last night.

If you were 12, in a
wheelchair, and found a magic
book, what would you do? Use it
to save a distant world, or use it to
walk again? That’s the challenge
Windslow and Hillary face when
they dream-slip to the world of
Gabendoor each night and battle
the evil Fistlock and his shadow
creatures.
With an assortment of odd
companions and three colorful
wizards, Hillary and Windslow
struggle to solve the book’s
mysteries. It’s their only hope to
defeat Fistlock and save
Gabendoor.
EXCERPT FROM THE BOOK’S
RIDDLE

The story in this chance begins,
Found in pages locked within.
Open them with words of care.
What you seek is waiting there.

The Book of Second
Chances

Something lost in time long
past,
Deeds of good that did not last.
Your chances seek an evil way.
A course you follow on this
day.

